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Synopsis: An appeal for an international effort to rid the
planet of nuclear power sources, especially by fault lines.

A case to rid the planet of the nuclear warfare threat.

This Document utilizes and encourages 'Fair Use'.
Fair Use for comment, review, education, and historical relevancy.
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The Hazards of Nuclear Radiation

"Radiation is known to cause cancer in humans. Radiation can also cause other adverse health effects, 
including genetic defects in the children of exposed parents or mental retardation in the children of 
mothers exposed during pregnancy.[1]" ~Radiation: Risks and Realities - A Document by the 
Environmental Protection Agency

"Currently there are no universally acceptable methods for the storage and disposal of
these [nuclear] wastes, and there is concern that buried wastes might leak into groundwater
and eventually make it into surface waters or into drinking water supplies.[2]" ~Dr. Lana Aref

"Radioactive waste can remain radioactive for anywhere from days to hundreds
or even thousands of years. Waste not properly isolated from the public and the

generally accessible environment may contaminate air, soil, and water supplies.[1]"
~Radiation: Risks and Realities - A Document by the Environmental Protection Agency

"A more serious problem is the release of long-lived radioactive isotopes, such as plutonium 239 (half-life 
= 24,000 years) and iodine 129 (half-life = 17,000,000 years), which are present in spent fuel. These 

substances may escape into the biosphere when the used fuel is transported from the reactor to 
reprocessing facilities, or when reprocessed plutonium is returned to power plants. Nuclear materials 

which cannot be reused are another source of pollution if not properly disposed of. Finally, there is the 
problem of a catastrophic accident resulting from sabotage or loss of control of a power plant or 

reprocessing facility.[3]" ~M. L. Cropper 

"The more radiation dose a person receives, the greater the chance of developing cancer.[1]"
~Radiation: Risks and Realities - A Document by the Environmental Protection Agency

References:
[1]: Radiation: Risks and Realities: https://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPDF.cgi/P10033BH.PDF?
Dockey=P10033BH.PDF 
[2]: Nuclear Energy: the Good, the Bad, and the Debatable: https://www.niehs.nih.gov/health/assets/
docs_f_o/nuclear_energy_the_good_the_bad_and_the_debatable_508.pdf
[3]: Pollution Aspects of Nuclear Energy Use: https://www.econ.umd.edu/sites/www.econ.umd.edu/files/
pubs/jc7.pdf 

https://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPDF.cgi/P10033BH.PDF?Dockey=P10033BH.PDF
https://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPDF.cgi/P10033BH.PDF?Dockey=P10033BH.PDF
https://www.niehs.nih.gov/health/assets/docs_f_o/nuclear_energy_the_good_the_bad_and_the_debatable_508.pdf
https://www.niehs.nih.gov/health/assets/docs_f_o/nuclear_energy_the_good_the_bad_and_the_debatable_508.pdf
https://www.econ.umd.edu/sites/www.econ.umd.edu/files/pubs/jc7.pdf
https://www.econ.umd.edu/sites/www.econ.umd.edu/files/pubs/jc7.pdf
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ii. An Appeal for an International Effort to Ban Nuclear Power
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Fukushima, Japan

After Fukushima it would be proper to have had an international effort to eliminate all nuclear power 
plants, instead there was a dishonorable media blackout and a cover up of the damages. Establishment 
mouthpieces say Fukushima "caused no harm to the public"[x], if what has been allegedly observed in the 
wildlife and Japanese victims is to be trusted this is a dangerous government lie.

"'No danger from Fukushima radiation', so say the officials at the IAEA and WHO. So why have radiation 
monitoring stations for air, land and sea been abruptly taken off line? Elevated levels of radiation have 
been reported in dairy products, crops and fish in Japan almost immediately after the accident. Yet 
officials are claiming these levels are safe for human consumption – even though shortly thereafter, 
genetic mutations have been reported in plants and insects. I guess we are to believe that there are 'new' 
safe levels of ionizing radiation exposure even though scientific evidence has historically proven 
exposure, never mind ingestion of these materials causes irreversible cellular destruction and DNA 
mutations. 'Move along, nothing to see here...'[1]" ~DJ, level9news

"The health ministry has insisted that the possibility of indirectly caused deaths diminished one month 
after the earthquake. However, these reports show that the health ministry is in denial about the existence 
of problems and is resistant to finding ways to address problems survivors are still suffering.[2]" ~The 
Japan Times

"TOKYO -- The utility that ran the Fukushima nuclear plant acknowledged Tuesday its delayed disclosure 
of the meltdowns at three reactors was tantamount to a cover-up and apologized for it.[3]" ~CBSNews

A cover up is standard government procedure for truth deemed too much of a threat for the public to 
know.

It is notable that Japan has endured the greatest nuclear devastation, first with Hiroshima & Nagasaki, 
then with Fukushima. It is also notable that it appears that Japan is continuing it's nuclear power program 
despite threat of another Fukushima-like event (being within the earthquake faultline - The Pacific Ring of 
Fire).

References:
[1]: NO DANGER FROM FUKUSHIMA RADIATION – Officials Say: https://www.level9news.com/no-
danger-from-fukushima-radiation/   
[2]: Fukushima's appalling death toll: https://www.japantimes.co.jp/opinion/2014/03/01/editorials/
fukushimas-appalling-death-toll/#.WvKVq8lryRs  
[3]: Fukushima meltdown apology: "It was a cover-up": https://www.cbsnews.com/news/fukushima-tepco-
power-japan-nuclear-meltdown-apologizes-cover-up/   

Research:
[x]: Op-Ed: N. America's radiation threat: another mainstream news blackout: http://
www.digitaljournal.com/article/324272   
[y]: Fukushima Fish With 2,500 Times The Radiation Limit Found Two Years After Nuclear Disaster: 
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/01/23/fukushima-fish-2500-times-radiation-limit-nuclear-
disaster_n_2536775.html  
[z]: 'Shocking how many people died in Fukushima' – documentary director to RT: https://www.rt.com/
news/335219-deaths-fukushima-nuclear-jousan/  
[xy]: After Fukushima, battling Tepco and leukemia: https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2017/04/02/
national/fukushima-battling-tepco-leukemia/#.WvKgDMlryRs 

http://www.world-nuclear.org/information-library/safety-and-security/radiation-and-health/nuclear-radiation-and-health-effects.aspx
https://www.level9news.com/no-danger-from-fukushima-radiation/
https://www.level9news.com/no-danger-from-fukushima-radiation/
https://www.japantimes.co.jp/opinion/2014/03/01/editorials/fukushimas-appalling-death-toll/#.WvKVq8lryRs
https://www.japantimes.co.jp/opinion/2014/03/01/editorials/fukushimas-appalling-death-toll/#.WvKVq8lryRs
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/fukushima-tepco-power-japan-nuclear-meltdown-apologizes-cover-up/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/fukushima-tepco-power-japan-nuclear-meltdown-apologizes-cover-up/
http://www.digitaljournal.com/article/324272
http://www.digitaljournal.com/article/324272
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/01/23/fukushima-fish-2500-times-radiation-limit-nuclear-disaster_n_2536775.html
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/01/23/fukushima-fish-2500-times-radiation-limit-nuclear-disaster_n_2536775.html
https://www.rt.com/news/335219-deaths-fukushima-nuclear-jousan/
https://www.rt.com/news/335219-deaths-fukushima-nuclear-jousan/
https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2017/04/02/national/fukushima-battling-tepco-leukemia/#.WvKgDMlryRs
https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2017/04/02/national/fukushima-battling-tepco-leukemia/#.WvKgDMlryRs
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International Effort to Ban Nuclear Power

* This document advocates an international effort to rid the planet of nuclear power sources, especially 
nuclear plants by earthquake and tsunami fault lines (e.g. the Pacific Ring of Fire)
* Protecting the genetics of the planet should be a focus, using nuclear power is absolutely irresponsible
* When all the facts are known nuclear power is shown as an inferior methodology for the collective well 
being of the planet
* We need to put research resources into transmuting dangerous and long lasting radioactivity to 
something benign and/or useful
* More knowledge is needed in the field of genetics to properly analyze the full effects of nuclear 
radiation. I find RF genetic science (radio frequency methods like interferometry) promising in this area.
* Progressive world leaders should be advocating the elimination of nuclear energy & weapons, the 
media blackout and cover up of how detrimental Fukushima was contributes to the current lack of action 
in this area 
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iii. An Appeal for an International Effort to Ban Nuclear Weapons

“Achieving global nuclear disarmament is one of the oldest goals of the United Nations.  It was the 
subject of the General Assembly’s first resolution in 1946. After general and complete disarmament 
first came onto the General Assembly’s agenda in 1959, nuclear disarmament has remained the most 
important and urgent objective of the United Nations in this field.  Since 1975, it has been a prominent 
theme of the review conferences of States parties to the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty. In 1978, the 
General Assembly’s first Special Session on disarmament reaffirmed that effective measures for 
nuclear disarmament have the highest priority. And it has been supported by every United Nations 
Secretary-General.

Yet today, some 15,000 nuclear weapons remain. Countries possessing such weapons have well-
funded, long-term plans to modernize their nuclear arsenals. More than half of the world’s population 
still lives in countries that either have such weapons or are members of nuclear alliances. As of 2017, 
while there have been major reductions in deployed nuclear weapons since the height of the Cold War, 
not one nuclear warhead has been physically destroyed pursuant to a treaty, bilateral or multilateral, 
and no nuclear disarmament negotiations are underway.  Meanwhile, the doctrine of nuclear deterrence 
persists as an element in the security policies of all possessor states and their nuclear allies. The 
prevailing security challenges cannot be an excuse for continued reliance on nuclear weapons and for 
abrogating our shared responsibility to seek a more peaceful international society.[x]
 ~United Nations - International Day for the Total Elimination of Nuclear Weapons

http://www.un.org/en/events/nuclearweaponelimination/
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Nuclear Hypocrisy

It is hypocritical of nations who have obtained nuclear weapons to ordain other nations inferior status. A 
clear solution to this is a strict ban on all nuclear weapons and all nuclear weapons testing no matter 
which nation desires a nuclear arsenal. In an optimal environment it would be declared a war crime 
against humanity or a crime against the ecosystem if anyone no matter their political or military 
affiliation detonates a nuclear bomb.
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The Destructive Power of Nuclear Weapons

"The largest nuclear weapon to be tested in the US is the 15 megaton Castle Bravo, detonated in 1954. 
The bomb was released above Bikini Atoll in the Marshall Islands, right in the middle of the Pacific Ocean, 
but the nuclear fallout from the blast was detected across the globe, from Japan to Europe.[1]"

"The number of weapons in existence today are enough to destroy the planet
dozens of times over though experts say that if just five nuclear weapons were

detonated, the world could be plunged into a nuclear autumn.[1]"

"One of the fundamental differences between a nuclear and a conventional explosion is that nuclear 
explosions can be many thousands (or millions) of times more powerful than the largest conventional 
detonations. Both types of weapons rely on the destructive force of the blast or shock wave. However, the 
temperatures reached in a nuclear explosion are very much higher than in a conventional explosion, and 
a large proportion of the energy in a nuclear explosion is emitted in the form of light and heat, generally 
referred to as thermal energy. This energy is capable of causing skin burns and of starting fires at 
considerable distances. Nuclear explosions are also accompanied by various forms of radiation, lasting a 
few seconds to remaining dangerous over an extended period of time.[2]"

There is no city in any nation which deserves the destruction of a nuclear explosion, no matter what their 
government or military does. Nuclear bombs appear to be catered more towards civilian destruction, 
casualties, and long term devastation. Optimally it would be an internationally defined war crime for any 
nation, group, or individual to detonate a nuclear bomb, punishable by capital punishment of those 
responsible.

References:
[1]: The Real (And Terrifying) Scale Of Nuclear Weapons: http://www.iflscience.com/technology/the-real-
and-terrifying-scale-of-nuclear-weapons/  
[2]: The Energy from a Nuclear Weapon: http://www.atomicarchive.com/Effects/effects1.shtml   

Research:
LLNL Atmospheric Nuclear Tests (declassified footage of nuclear tests - note the destruction): https://
www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLvGO_dWo8VfcmG166wKRy5z-GlJ_OQND5   
LLNL releases newly declassified test videos: https://www.llnl.gov/news/llnl-releases-newly-declassified-
test-videos  

http://www.iflscience.com/technology/the-real-and-terrifying-scale-of-nuclear-weapons/
http://www.iflscience.com/technology/the-real-and-terrifying-scale-of-nuclear-weapons/
http://www.atomicarchive.com/Effects/effects1.shtml
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLvGO_dWo8VfcmG166wKRy5z-GlJ_OQND5
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLvGO_dWo8VfcmG166wKRy5z-GlJ_OQND5
https://www.llnl.gov/news/llnl-releases-newly-declassified-test-videos
https://www.llnl.gov/news/llnl-releases-newly-declassified-test-videos
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International Effort to Ban Nuclear Weapons

* The international community should address the destructive nature of nuclear war by banning all nuclear 
warfare, internationally banning nuclear arsenal's, and using mechanisms to detect nuclear proliferation in 
any nation
* No nation's citizens deserve the force of a nuclear weapon detonating in their country
* No animal or insect deserves the life sentence nuclear radiation gives them
* If we are to be competent stewards of our planet nuclear damage to the ecosystem needs to be 
prevented
* As a collective we are carelessly handling the genetic assets of the planet with premises like nuclear 
power and weapons
* The radiation damage done to a bloodline appears to be permanent. Each bloodline ruined by nuclear 
radiation is an act of genocide.
* To remain consistent and fair no nation should be allowed nuclear weapons
* Nuclear war is unacceptable to anyone reasonable, therefore it is logical we ban all nuclear weapons & 
warfare
* Currently the only nation to attack another country with nuclear weapons is the United States, with an 
attack yielding largely civilian casualties
* Militaries historically are not the most responsible or moral parties, it shouldn't be acceptable they are in 
command of weapons that could annihilate the entire planet
* As long as nations have nuclear weapons nukes remain a threat to fall into the wrong hands
* The current surveillance & space based directed energy weapon grid (without negligence) has the 
capability to eliminate any nuclear threat (including any launched ballistic missile)
* If an international effort is made to ban all nuclear weapons any party not willing to participate should be 
shunned and the circumstances investigated
* As a cybernetic network insider I have seen evidence that nuclear warfare is a considered false flag 
prospect (a "new 9-11" to predictively program enough misplaced rage for another fraudulent war). For 
much more on the cybernetic side of things see: Hi-Tech War Crime Report 

Research:
To read survivor testimony see: http://time.com/after-the-bomb/ 
Longevity of atomic-bomb survivors: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/11071186  

http://pdf.universalaspects.io/Hi-Tech-War-Crime-Report.pdf
http://time.com/after-the-bomb/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/11071186
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iv. Superior Energy Alternatives
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Energy Alternatives

* solar power (solar & electromagnetic power appear to be the best methods)
* hydroelectric power (hydroelectric power needs to consider the habitat that it is affecting)
* wind power (solar is superior to wind due to wind turbines hitting aerial wildlife)
* electromagnetic energy produced by the sun, earth, our RF technology
* our technology grid (WiFi, cell phones, etc) emits enough electromagnetic energy to utilize in 
resourceful ways
* methods to optimize power (ways to multiply energy with an existing baseline of energy)
* by using the energy of the environment we do not need energy that produces pollutants or threatens life

"Many of the universe's secrets are waiting within the electromagnetic spectrum." ~Phillip Walker
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(photo taken at the beginning of my overt targeting)

About the Author - Phillip Walker

Phillip Walker Bio: independent music producer, independent author, graphic designer, filmmaker / 
videographer, amateur photographer, webmaster, activist, futurist, targeted individual, whistleblower, and 
researcher. I am a heretic, a street historian, and a de-occultist who identifies with altruism, the artistic 
and the esoteric.

Some of the subjects that interest me are music / sound, photography, the arts, language - words, self 
development & self discovery, black project science, the electromagnetic spectrum, technology (BCI & Ai), 
the tactics of warfare, the occult, history, the future, universal aspects & archetypes, and the natural laws 
of the universe.

I enjoy making music and art, writing, activism of several types, the internet, making informational videos, 
thinking about the future and more or less assisting any innocent being find their way to good fortune. 
Two words I live by are Truth and Progress. I believe in the open movements, human & animal rights, 
caring for our ecosystems, and overall being responsible stewards of our planet.

In 2017 I founded the multimedia company Universal Aspects™ and through my multimedia company 
have dedicated my time almost every day since to inform the public about the war crimes I have 
witnessed.

______________________________
(Working) De-Occultist Definition:

someone who reveals hidden knowledge, particularly for collective gain.
The de-occultist is an antithesis of brainwashing & illusion.

______________________________
For years while being inside their own networks I have opposed ruling class occultists.

______________________________
(Working) Occultist Definition:

a person who conceals and practices hidden knowledge, particularly for self gain.
The occultist seeks higher ground through superior knowledge.

______________________________
It is occultists who have gained control of the technologies spoken of in this document.

(definitions from my website: www.occultdictionary.com)

http://www.occultdictionary.com
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The name Universal Aspects™ is inspired by the aspects of the universe.
Each individual component of reality is a universal aspect. For example the

color black is an aspect, human is also an aspect of the universe...
https://www.universalaspects.io/ 

Universal Aspects™ does not restrict our multimedia to only those who pay:
• music is offered for free / donation: http://omni.sense.gallery/
• films release on youtube: http://aspect.li/Films
• websites are free of charge: http://aspect.li/Web
• books we release also come in free PDF: Free PDF Library
• we are a company with altruistic intent, activism & values before profit.
• see our business model: http://aspect.li/BusinessModel 

Universal Aspects™ Documents:
Hi-Tech War Crime Report 

Omnisense Electronic Press Kit (Music & Bio): http://aspect.li/EPK
Universal Aspects™ Multimedia Project: Music Organization - DarkSynth.org

Universal Aspects Social Media:
https://twitter.com/ImmortalArtform 

https://www.facebook.com/UniversalAspects 
https://www.youtube.com/c/UniversalAspects 

https://www.universalaspects.io/
http://omni.sense.gallery/
http://aspect.li/Films
http://aspect.li/Web
http://www.universalaspects.io/2018/03/universal-aspects-pdf-library.html
http://aspect.li/BusinessModel
http://pdf.universalaspects.io/Hi-Tech-War-Crime-Report.pdf
http://aspect.li/EPK
http://DarkSynth.org
https://twitter.com/ImmortalArtform
https://www.facebook.com/UniversalAspects
https://www.youtube.com/c/UniversalAspects
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